Love My Family

READ

- Family by Isabell Monk
- A Family is a Family is a Family by Sara O’Leary
- Little Dragon and the New Baby by Deborah Cuneo
- Little You | Tú Eres Tú | Tut Petit Toi by Richard Van Camp

WATCH

Wolfie the Bunny
The Bunny family has adopted a wolf son, and daughter Dot is the only one who realizes Wolfie can - and might-eat them all up! Adjusting to a new family member can be difficult and this story treats it in a fun and loving way.

SING

Skinnamarink
Skinnamarink e-dink, e-dink,
Skinnamarink e-doo,
I love you.
(repeat)
I love you in the morning,
And in the afternoon;
I love you in the evening,
And underneath the moon.
Skinnamarink e-dink, e-dink,
Skinnamarink e-doo,
I love you.

On the Day You Were Born
On the day you were born, I felt my heart get a little bit bigger
On the day you were born I felt it swell, swell, swell
On the day you were born I felt my heart give a little giggle
And I knew it would be a better world.

Note: You can change the lyrics to “On the day I met you” or “On the day I met you” if that reflects how your family was formed.
ACTIVITY

Play a family game, like book character charades! Don’t want to do charades? Try playing I-Spy on a walk or around the house.

MORE BOOKS

Books on Hoopla

- The My Family series
- All Kinds of Families series
- Families Around the World by Margriet Ruurs and Jessica Rea

Books on Overdrive/Libby (note: These titles may have a waiting list.)

- Stella Brings the Family by Miriam B. Schiffer & Holly Clifton-Brown
- The Proudest Blue by Ibtijaj Muhammad & Hatem Aly
- Fry Bread by Kevin Noble Maillard & Juana Martinez-Neal
- Between Us and Abuela by Mitali Perkins & Sara Palacios

KEEP LEARNING

hoopla

hoopla allows you to borrow movies, music, audiobooks, eBooks, comics and TV shows to enjoy on your computer, tablet, or phone – and even your TV! With no waiting, titles can be streamed immediately, or downloaded to phones or tablets for offline enjoyment later. We have hundreds of thousands of titles to choose from, with more being added daily. hoopla is like having your public library at your fingertips. Anytime. Anywhere.